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Introduction
The world is becoming increasingly urbanized. According to World Bank, over half of the global population
lived in areas in 2018 – that is projected to increase to two-thirds by 2050. Little wonder that municipal
governments worldwide are embracing the concept of smart cities – cities that leverage ICT and digital
technologies to become more efficient, cost-effective, sustainable and useful to its citizens.
It’s an inspiring vision, but is it a realistic one? Yes, if the vision is also realistic. Creating smarter cities starts
with two things: a clear idea of what you want to achieve, and a clear understanding of where you’re starting
from.
This paper asks the question of what smart cities will look like in ten years. The answer starts with looking at
what smart cities are like now in their fledgling phase.
Indeed, as it happens, most of the foundational technologies that enable smart city use cases already exist
today. But it’s not just about the technologies, but also the existing infrastructure – not just the networking
infrastructure, but city infrastructure, be it the water system, power grid, or road layout – and determining what
has to change. After all, you can’t make a city smarter until you understand the problems you're trying to fix.

Smart cities today
Today there are numerous smart city projects around the
world being deployed at various scopes and with varying
levels of success. We are essentially in a growth period
where much of the existing infrastructure is being rebuilt
with smart city solutions in mind – and we’re learning as
we go.
One early lesson has been that existing infrastructure
can’t handle the demands of smart city solutions. Most
smart city solutions are based on measurement of data
to make services more efficient, whether it’s power
utilization, traffic control, crowd control, city parking or
garbage collection. That requires a lot of equipment that
has to be installed – sensors, cameras, etc – and a robust
communications network to connect it all.
That can be especially challenging in cities where urban
infrastructure is quite old. To take water management
as an example, in most cities the pipes and heavy
infrastructure were built decades ago, if not longer.
That infrastructure has to be retrofitted to support a
smart city architecture – a difficult undertaking, but a
necessary one to create the foundations for creating the
smart city. Indeed,
smart cities start with a foundational infrastructure on
which the solutions can be built.
The other key aspect of smart cities, of course,
is the “smart” part – that is, the intelligence at the
backend to process the data collected by all those
sensors and cameras and other devices to make smart
decisions on how to do things more
efficiently. That includes both historical data
and current data gathered in real time.
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For example, a proof-of-concept project in Barcelona
has been using body cameras on police officers
to implement better crowd control at events. The
cameras are connected via 5G to a machine-learning
infrastructure that analyzes the video to calculate
how many people are present. The system notifies
superintendents if the size of the crowd is getting
unmanageable with the number of officers present, and
makes use of GPS data to advise where to send extra
officers, and which roads to open to let people through.

Smart cities tomorrow
That intelligence is at the heart of where smarter cities
will be in ten years. The smarter city of the future
will be based on significant amounts of AI and ML in
deep learning infrastructures – not just for automation
purposes, but also learning from historical data to make
decisions related to a particular service or use case,
whether it's power utilities, policing, public safety, trash
collection, parking control, or whatever it might be.
In fact, the neat thing about AI/ML is that it’s only
limited by our imagination on what we can do with
it. As smart city use cases are implemented, the data
may provide insights we never dreamed of to create
services it would otherwise never have occurred to us to
develop – just as 5G and digital platforms are expected
to enable services that no one has thought of yet.
As mentioned earlier, while we have a ways to go before
we achieve the vision of truly smart cities, the enabling
technologies and resources are already here today.
Here are the five most important ones that cities need
to incorporate into their infrastructure to become truly
smart.

The 5 most important
components for smart cities
1. 5G
5G is essential to smart cities because it's the most
efficient and affordable way to connect all those
sensors and other data-collection devices, which will
easily number in the hundreds of thousands or even
millions. Wireless technology is the only realistic and
cost-effective way to connect that many devices in a
dense urban setting, and 5G is specifically designed
to support massive Machine Type Communications
(mMTC), enabling it to handle that many connections at
once.
Moreover, 5G is ultra-fast, enabling it to handle huge
amounts of data from all of those devices. While

some devices like pressure sensors don’t generate
a lot of data, other devices like CCTV cameras do.
Also, the data from all those devices adds up. 5G’s
enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) capability keeps
the data flowing , while its Ultra Reliable Low Latency
Communications (URLLC) capability enables that data
to be captured and processed in real time with latencies
under 1 millisecond.

2. Edge devices
One reason 5G offers such low latencies is its use of
mobile edge computing (MEC), which places the data
processing power closer to the end point where the
data is collected. With or without 5G, edge computing
will be an essential component of smart cities.
By attaching an edge device to a sensor, gauge or
camera, the data from those devices can be preprocessed to filter out noise from signal before it gets
sent to the centralized backend AI/ML infrastructure
for analysis and decision making. This speeds up the
overall process of collecting and transmitting useful
data back to ‘Mission Control’.
Edge devices are already becoming more powerful in
terms of processing power. They’re also getting smaller,
thanks to advances in chipset miniaturization. The form
factor of today’s edge devices is roughly the size of a
trade paperback book, so they don’t require a lot of
space. And they’re likely to continue to simultaneously
increase in processing power and shrink in size.

3. Smaller HPC infrastructure
That trend is also true for high-performance
computing (HPC) infrastructures, which will also be
key to supporting the compute demands of machine
learning and deep learning software suites. As HPC
infrastructures get smaller, so will the cost – what costs
millions of dollars today will be reduced to tens of
thousands of dollars for the same amount of compute.
The increasing power of both edge devices and HPC
infrastructures is the product of Moore’s Law and
advances in silicon miniaturization. Moore's Law is now
doubling compute power every seven months instead
of every 12 to 18 months. Also, the ability to fabricate
silicon substrates has increased dramatically over the
last decade, with chip sizes down to 7 nm and shrinking,
which has driven us into the era of GPUs that provide
the required level of power at the backend to compute
AI/ML applications.
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4. AI/ML analytics
The intelligence of smart cities depends on making
sense of the huge amounts of data your end-point
devices are generating, as well as the historical data
already collected – not just for the specific use case
they serve (traffic, electricity usage, parking control,
etc) but for all use cases. Smart city data isn’t meant
to be siloed off from each other – the objective is to
share that data across applications to give them greater
context and provide a holistic view of the city.
AI/ML helps cities to orchestrate, manage and crunch
that amount of data, and make insightful decisions
based on the data flow – many of them automatically.
For example, a smart power grid can use historical data
on weather patterns to determine when and where
power usage is likely to go up, and route resources
accordingly.

5. The human factor:
skillsets and planning
Arguably the most important component of smart city
infrastructure is the humans in charge of building and
maintaining it. This breaks down into two specific areas:
Skillsets: smart city use cases require new and markedly
different skillsets, particularly in areas of expertise such
as data science and algorithms. The average civil servant
didn’t need such skills a few years ago – in a smartcity scenario, it’s another story. The reskilling of the
workplace will certainly be required for any smart-city
initiative.
Planning: Planning is desperately important when it
comes to smart cities. We know this because failures
in smart-city projects are generally planning failures –
projects were started and abandoned because
they didn’t have a clear idea of what they wanted
to do, and thus no idea how to do it properly.
This can’t be understated, for a couple of reasons.
First, smart city is a fairly radical paradigm shift
from the status quo. And second, cities are
incredibly complex beasts with a lot of moving
parts handled by a few dozen different
departments that for the most part don’t even
talk to one another. That means it’s logistically
and financially impossible to do everything
at once.
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Luckily, it’s not necessary to do it all at once. Careful
planning helps the project managers understand the
problems that need to be solved, how to go about
solving them, and which ones to prioritize. Any smart
city plan starts with the most basic of questions: why
are we doing this? What exactly is it we’re trying
to accomplish? Is it a public safety issue? Is it cost
reduction? Is it continuation of the society? Is it
pandemic planning? What are the KPIs to determine
our success?
The plan should also align all of stakeholders involved,
both public and private. When you have a bunch
of different departments accustomed to their own
territories suddenly asked to work together and share
data, they have to understand the benefits of doing so
(and also be assured that it doesn’t mean the end of
their jobs).
While this isn't a technological aspect per se,
technology solution vendors such as Lenovo also offer
professional services to consult customers on how to
assess their assets and formulate a plan that works for
their specific scenario and also creates an evolutionary
roadmap to take the project forward and achieve that
ultimate vision of becoming a truly smart city. Without
a solid plan, you might as well not bother.

CASE STUDY

Smart cities need smart weather
forecasts: inside KMA’s weather
supercomputer
When people think of smarter cities, they don’t often
think of the weather. But of course the weather has a huge
impact on municipal services, be it road traffic control,
deployment of emergency response services or managing
food and water supplies during droughts. This will be
increasingly true as extreme weather events become more
common due to climate change. If cities can become
smarter, why not weather forecasts?
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The Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) – South
Korea’s national weather service based in Seoul – is already
at the cutting edge of meteorology. KMA not only provided
weather forecasting services for citizens, businesses, and
government agencies, but also conducts research on
climate events to inform government policy on Korea’s
response to climate change.
KMA’s not-so-secret weapon is the National Center for
Meteorological Supercomputer (NCMS) – the largest
supercomputer in Korea and one of the largest in the
world – to support its weather and climate forecasting.
Because weather and climate forecasting techniques and
technologies are constantly evolving and improving, KMA
refreshes the NCMS every five years so that its highperformance computing (HPC) resources can keep up with
the demand.
“There have been huge strides in forecast modeling and
model resolution in recent years,” KMA explains. “To
harness these advances and improve the accuracy of our
weather predictions, we aim to sharpen the resolution of
our forecasts from 12km*12km to 6km*6km, which requires
a huge increase in compute power.”
In February 2019, with its existing HPC cluster approaching
end of life, KMA launched an RFP to secure a system with
next-generation compute capacity. In Q1 2021, it officially
selected Lenovo’s ThinkSystem SD650 V2 and SD530
servers with Intel Xeon Scalable processors, and Lenovo
Neptune liquid cooling technology.
According to KMA, the Lenovo system not only met all
of its technical requirements, but also offered the best
performance and energy efficiency of all the proposals
considered –it helped that the SD650 V2 servers are built
on the latest third-generation Xeon processors, which
provide huge amount of compute power to run CPUintensive forecast modeling workloads.
KMA also engaged Lenovo Professional Services to install
the new supercomputer in two phases. A Lenovo Intelligent

Cluster solution, all nodes, switches, and other components
came pre-installed and pre-integrated into the racks for
speedy and easy deployment.
The new supercomputer comprises two redundant 4,000node systems (named Maru and Guru) with a total of
8,064 Lenovo ThinkSystem SD650 V2 and 426 Lenovo
ThinkSystem SD530 compute nodes with direct-to-node
water cooling. That makes it the largest Lenovo HPC
cluster currently in production. For high-performance
data storage, KMA implemented nine Lenovo Distributed
Storage Solution for IBM Spectrum Scale (DSS-G260)
arrays for a total capacity of 63 pebibytes (PiB).
The Lenovo cluster will execute at a theoretical
performance of 50 PetaFLOPS – eight times faster than
KMA’s current supercomputer. And it will be four times
more energy efficient thanks to Lenovo’s Neptune liquid
cooling technology.
With the deployment already completed, KMA is
currently putting the new system under extensive
testing and adapting its applications to run on it. When
it begins service, the new supercomputer will be used
for an extensive range of meteorological services,
including weather and climate forecasts, climate change
assessments, and earthquake and marine studies.
While KMA plans to put Maru and Guru into production in
Spring 2022, the two systems completed TOP500 runs
just three months after installation, ranking 23rd and 24th
respectively in the June 2021 TOP500 list of the world’s
fastest supercomputers.
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